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H. P. Lovecraft created a whole genre of horror 
with his mythos stories, a genre that others have 
taken and expanded upon or with which they 
have created their own visions and of comic 
horror. Gaming has been no less active in 
bringing Lovecraft’s horror to the masses with 
the advent of the Call of Cthulhu RPG, few 
horror classics RPGs can bring players to a 
place of thrills like a good CoC game. The 
Mythos is still going strong today with all sorts 
of RPGs, board games and card games filling 
the hobby with nasty things that crawl and 
slither, and so there is no limit today to the fun 
you can have with Lovecraft’s 
mythos.

But there lies the problem; Lovecraft’s 
creations have become too well known. The 
monsters and horrors of the mythos are all well 
codified, the stats worked out and the horror 
used over and over again. It’s almost 
impossible to run a cosmic horror game without 
the players already being well versed in the lore 
and mythology. Lovecraft’s mythos has been 
everywhere, in music, movies, television and 
comics. Gads I even once saw the tentacled god 
in a cartoon (the Real Ghost Busters, a great 
series of comedic cartoon fun).

With the mysteries and cold horror washed 
away with familiarity, it’s no wonder that the 
mythos itself is difficult to inject into a game 
and not have it fall flat. How can you generate a 
horror setting and feeling when the players can 
see a collection  of plush Cthulhu dolls behind 
the GM?

So, what to do? Well if you have the time and 
the desire you can create your own mythos 
setting and mythology, but you should be 
warned ahead of time this can be an 
all-consuming effort, taking months and years 
to figure it all out. 

What do you do if you are in a pinch and you 
need something now, your game night is 
coming up soon and your players are 
depending on you to create something that 
will scare their pants off?

Well Avalon is here to help out. We have 
generated several charts and guided 
discussions that will walk you through the 
process of creating your own unique mythos 
setting and mythology. Just need a big bad for 
the night? Well we have the charts to whip 
one up on the fly. Need a vile book to confuse 
and lead your players into dark places? Yep, 
we have them for you. Want a whole unique 
mythos all your own, with gods, cults and 
artifacts to thrill and haunt your players for 
years to come? Well Avalon has all of that and 
more.

So, sit back, get some trusty dice and get 
ready to explore and create a  mythos you can 
call your own.
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Throughout the course of this product we 
will take the section in question and work up 

an example of how to go about using the 
charts and information presented.  By the end 
of the product you will thus have seen a good 

example of the charts in use and how to 
weave your mythos mythology together 
using the charts and guided discussions.

The System

At its core the Mythos Horror Creation System (called MHCS for this point on) is a series of guided 
discussions to help you figure out what you want, how you want it and how to use it in your game, 
writing or other venue.

Along with the discussions, there are plenty of charts to generate names, locations and important 
aspects of your mythos. You can of course pick and choose what you want from these chart or let fate 
(or maybe it’s the terror outside the veils of reality working on you even now) take its shot. 

Either way MHCS, is an aid to let your inner nightmares to run free, so lets get started.
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Pantheon
The first step in creating your mythos is to determine the overall structure of the mythos horrors that exist and their 
relationships. The pantheon can be as simple as a single great mythos horror as the center of all the evil in the 
world to a grand pantheon of competing mythos horrors, factions and alien races. 

In the end, it is of course up to you just how expansive you want your mythology to be.  If you don’t have a clear 
idea on the extent of your mythos pantheon, you can roll on the chart below.

Use the chart below for a random selection, or you can just pick your favorite.
Roll 1D100
1-4: Single major mythos horror that is the root of all the evil in the universe
5-8: Two major entities, one good and benevolent and the other the mythos horror. They can be 
parent and offspring, husband and wife, siblings or cosmic opposites
9-12: Two major entities, both mythos horrors in their own right. They can be parent and offspring, 
husband and wife, siblings or cosmic opposites
13-16: Single major entity and one minor entity. They can be parent and offspring, husband and wife, 
siblings or cosmic opposites
17-20: Single major entity and one minor entity, one good and beneficial and the other the mythos 
horror
21-24: Single major entity and two minor entities. They can be parent and offspring, husband, wife 
and child, siblings or cosmic beings with no relationship at all among themselves
25-28: Single major entity and several minor entities (no more than five). They can be father, wife 
and offspring, all siblings or all cosmic beings with no relationship at all among themselves
29-32: Two major entities and several minor entities (no more than five). They can be father, wife 
and offspring, all siblings or all cosmic beings with no relationship at all among themselves
33-36: Two major entities and several minor entities each (no more than five). The two groups are 
broken into two opposing, warring camps. Each camp can be composed of relationships of father, 
wife and offspring, all siblings or all cosmic beings with no relationship at all among themselves 
other than they are allies in the war
37-40: Two major entities, both mythos horrors in their own right. They can be parent and offspring, 
husband and wife, siblings or cosmic opposites. Both are at war with the other and their allies
41-44: Single major entity and several minor entities (no more than ten). They can be father, wife 
and offspring, all siblings or all cosmic beings with no relationship at all among themselves
45-48: Two major entities and several minor entities each (no more than ten). The two groups are 
broken into two opposing, warring camps. Each camp can be composed of relationships of father, 
wife and offspring, all siblings or all cosmic beings with no relationship at all among themselves 
other than they are allies in the war
49-52: Several major entities (no more than five). They can be father, wife and offspring, all siblings 
or all cosmic beings with no relationship at all among themselves
53-56: Several major entities (no more than five) and several minor entities tied to each major entity 
(no more than five). They can be father, wife and offspring, all siblings or all cosmic beings with no 
relationship at all among themselves. They can be father, wife and offspring, all siblings or all cosmic 
beings with no relationship at all among themselves
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